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 The present paper deals with the development of process flowsheet for recovery of 
high-grade graphite from rougher graphite concentrate for use in industrial 
applications. In the present investigation, since the coarser graphite flakes have a higher 
demand, an attempt is made at every stage of comminution, and flash flotation 
experiments have been carried out, and the end product obtained by stage comminution 
followed by flotation has been further subjected to alkali pressure leaching followed by 
grinding and flotation to recover industrial grade graphite concentrate. During this 
stage grinding, an additive, a depressant that is being used for depression of silica 
during flotation, has been used as grinding aid. The data indicates that at any given 
time of grind, the effect of grinding aid is significantly better as far as the separation 
efficiency of graphite. Hence, it is concluded that excessive size reduction of graphite 
is minimised while using a grinding aid. Based on these observations, further studies 
have been planned for flash flotation using a comminution circuit with grinding aids. 
The results of the present study reveals that number of cleaning of rougher concentrate 
alone will not fetch more than 75% of fixed carbon (FC) with less than 8% yield and 
41% recovery. The effect of four stage cleanings continued with starvation dosage in 
grinding circuit followed by flash flotation indicate that the end product achieved 
contains 97.8% FC with 11.6% yield and 78% recovery and the overall values loss in 
tailings contain 3.6% FC. The end product achieved by alkali digestion method from a 
flotation product [97.8% FC] contains 99.2% FC with overall 10.4% yield and 71% 
recovery. The process adopted in the present investigation is friendly environment and 
process flowsheet is an innovative. The end product obtained from this process is 
useful for various industrial applications. 
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1. Introduction 
In India, there are about thirty-seven 

beneficiation plants located in the states of 
Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Odisha, 
Rajasthan, and Tamil Nadu. Only two 
beneficiation plants at Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu 
are state-own; all others are being operated by 
private agencies [1]. Few plant owners claim to 
have produced product containing as high as 95% 
of fixed carbon (FC), while 92% FC is reported to 
have been obtained by many producers after 
repeated cycles of beneficiation. Unless like other 
ores, graphite needs several stage flotation 

cleaning to obtain desired grade of graphite [2-6]. 
This concept is universally accepted. Detailed 
beneficiation studies were carried out by different 
agencies to develop a flowsheet of commercial 
beneficiation plant. The generalized flow sheet on 
beneficiation of lean and off grade graphite is 
shown in Figure 1. 

The practice, in general, is to reduce the crude 
graphite ore to the desired size by crushing and 
stage grinding in rod mills in closed circuits with 
screening, followed by flotation of a rougher 
concentrate [7]. The rougher concentrate is milled 
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as required and cleaned several times for 
recovering marketable grade graphite. However, 
there are many problems that exist during graphite 
beneficiation, which are enumerated below. 
Graphite ore associated with schistose rocks are 
more amenable for flotation than associated with 
gneisses and metamorphous lime stones [1]. 

a) Schistose rock-bearing graphite deposits possess 
long, elongated, flatten graphite flakes. These 
flakes are more hydrophobic. The gneiss rock 
deposits contain fine crystalline graphite flakes 
or sometimes amorphous. These re-crystallised 
flakes need addition of reagents for flotation. 
Graphite of metamorphosed lime stone deposits 
origin possesses invariably re-deposited calcite 
solutions in the graphite flakes and 
recrystallizes. Such flakes need thermal shock 
treatment prior to flotation. 

b) Relatively pure grains of quartz, calcite, and 
other associated gangue minerals present in the 
graphite ore inadvertently become smeared with 
soft fine graphite during grinding and tend to 
float with graphite necessitating multistage 
cleaning. 

c) Despite depression of silicate minerals by 
sodium silicate and maintaining the pulp pH by 
sodium carbonate are established practice, the 
depression of carbonate minerals is yet a 
problem in graphite ore flotation. 

d) The depression of carbonate minerals depends 
on the modes of formation of graphite. The 
common carbonate minerals are calcite, 
dolomite, and marble. Calcite (CaCO3) is a pure 
mineral, dolomite an analogous composition 
(CaMgCO3), and marble (rock) is recrystallized 
mineral of calcite. The physical and chemical 
characteristics of these minerals affect its 
adsorption, electro-kinetic properties and its 
hydrophilic character. 

e) The depression of mica minerals also depend on 
the modes of formation of graphite. The 
common mica minerals are muscovite and 
biotite group of minerals. These minerals co-
float along with graphite due to sheet structure. 
The common reagent to depress the 
phlogophyte mica is lactic acid.   

f) Gaseous pollution is inevitable since hydrofloric 
acid treatment is a common method adopted by 
many industrialists for obtaining high purity 
graphite from a concentrate. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic flowsheet to achieve 98% fixed carbon from lean and off grade graphite ore 

Most of the plant manufacturers follow 
chemical beneficiation using hydrofluoric acid for 
removal of silica content in order to achieve high 
pure graphite (with 98% fixed carbon). The 
chemical reactions involved in this process are as 
follows: 

4HF + SiO2  SiF4 + 2H2O 

SiF4 + 2HF  H2SiF6 

The self-ionisation equilibria process in acid-
liquid phase is given below: 

2HF  H2 F + + F 

During chemical beneficiation, gaseous 
pollution is inevitable. This may cause 
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considerable damage to skin and respiratory track 
of human body. The maximum permissible 
occupational limit for fluorine is 3 ppm. In view 
of this, use of fluorine for chemical beneficiation 
is restricted. Hence, it is necessary to look for an 
alternate method for beneficiation. The main 
objective of this work is to develop economical 
and environment friendly route for the production 
of high purity graphite. It is very easy to obtain a 
crude or rougher concentrate but very difficult to 
refine it up to a desired extent. Unlike other ores, 
the graphite flakes which reports to coarse 
fractions are easily liberated whereas the graphite, 
which report to the fine fractions are not easily 
liberated. Because of high premium for coarse 
flaky graphite, the problem in milling is of 
grinding to liberate graphite from the gangue 
minerals without excessive size reduction. The 
preventing of damage of graphite flake is rather 
difficult as during grinding; the calcite flakes are 
destroyed by associated abrasive quartz minerals 
and other sharp edged gangue minerals. Since 
physical beneficiation has its own limitations, the 
present work has been aimed to upgrade the 
rougher graphite to a high purity level by a novel 
pressure leaching route. A few researchers 
attempted chemical route to upgrade the graphite 
by scarifying the flake size [8-15]. The literature 
is restricted on stage grinding [16, 17], ultra-sonic 
treatment [18, 19], scrubbing [20], flash flotation 
followed by alkali treatment [8, 14, 15] and 
comminution followed by further flotation to 
achieve industrial grade graphite at possible 
higher flake size. Hence, an attempt is made in the 
resent investigation to stage grinding with 
additives followed by flash flotation to upgrade 
the graphite ore to a desired grade and then 
subjected to alkali digestion for obtaining high 
grade and high pure graphite.  

2. Materials and Methods 

A rougher feed size d80 having 600 microns and 
the optimum variables such as pH 9.5, sodium 
silicate one kg/t, sodium silicate for depression of 
silicate minerals, and light diesel oil 0.4 kg/t as 
the best collector dosage and MIBC 0.15 kg/t as 
the best frother dosage for flotation, a large 

quantity of rougher graphite concentrate sample 
was prepared for the present study to prepare high 
purity graphite. At first instance, the rougher 
graphite concentrate was cleaned five times for 
obtaining high-grade graphite. In all the 
experiments, only at first cleaner cell the pH 9.5 
was adjusted, sodium silicate one kg/t for 
depression of silicate minerals and light diesel oil 
0.4 kg/t as the collector dosage and MIBC 0.15 
kg/t as frother were used. In the subsequent cells, 
no reagent was used for cleanings. Since the 
desired grade of graphite (FC%) content had not 
been obtained, further studies planned with flash 
flotation studies using starvation dosages for 
flotation of clean graphite. 

In the subsequent experiments, the rougher 
graphite concentrate was cleaned without grinding 
and with grinding aid. Rougher graphite 
concentrate was ground for a minute at 75% pulp 
density using sodium silicate as grinding aid as 
dispersant for particles in the mill and at the same 
time diesel oil, also used in the mill for surface 
coating of the graphite particles in the mill. Since 
the results obtained with grinding aids are 
relatively better than no additive used for 
obtaining a cleaner product, further experiments 
were carried out with grinding aids in stage 
comminution circuit followed by flotation for 
obtaining clean graphite. 

In the present investigations, grinding aids were 
used as starvation dosages. It may be noted here 
that, in the previous experiment, the 
depressant/dispersant sodium silicate was used 
one kg/t. Starvation dosage is nothing but a 
dosage to be equally divided to n number of 
times, and each dosage will be added at regular 
intervals, like a human being takes his food three 
or four times in a day is expressed here as 
starvation dosage.  Regular dosage means 
required dosage to be added at one time only. 
During starvation dosages, this dosage was 
equally distributed for four stage cleanings of 
rougher graphite concentrate. Thus rougher 
graphite concentrate was ground at four stages 
with equal distribution of grinding aids followed 
by cleaning, as shown in the experimental set up 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Experimental set up for preparation of high purity graphite 

A question may rise why are four grinding steps 
necessary? In order to avoid excessive size 
reduction graphite flakes, short time grinding and 
flash flotation is recommended for recovery of 
graphite. The graphite concentrate is again further 
ground for a short time and subjected to flash 
flotation. This process is continuous till the 
constant grade achieved. In the present 
investigation, a four stage grinding was found to 
recover industrial grade graphite. The fourth 
cleaned graphite concentrate was initially cleaned 
with dilute HCl for dissolving the calcite and 
goethite particles if any present, and then this 
graphite concentrate subjected to pressure 
leaching studies using domestic pressure cooker 
with sodium hydroxide for leach out silicate 
minerals present within in the graphite flakes. The 
process in use of sodium hydroxide in pressure 
cooker with graphite sample is known as alkali 
pressure leasing. In these experiments, sodium 
hydroxide (0.1 kg/t) in one hundred ml of water 
was used for half kg graphite concentrate sample 
for pressure leaching in the pressure cooker. The 
sample was kept on hot plat till pressure cooker 
built pressure. Once pressure was built, the cooker 
was removed from the hot plate. After cooling the 
sample was drawn from the cooker and subjected 

to one minute grinding followed by flotation. The 
chemicals used in the present investigation were 
commercial reagents. Denver flotation cell was 
used, and standard ball mill 300 X 300 mm size 
was used in all batch experiments. Grinding was 
carried out at 75% pulp density and just for one 
minute of grinding (stage grinding), so that 
excessive degradation of particles could not occur. 
It is essential to explain the stage grinding here. 
Stage grinding does not lead excessive 
degradation of graphite flaky particles. 
Continuous grinding may lead to over grinding 
and excessive soft production. As a result, 
increase the dosage of chemicals used in flotation 
and production unwanted finer size. Hence it is 
recommended for stage grinding.  

Fixed carbon analysis was carried out in a 
standard method using conventional muffle 
furnace. Typical graphite concentrate samples 
were collected for petrological and scanning 
electron microscopic studies using standard 
laboratory model microscopes. The products and 
tailings were assessed by yield%, grade (FC)%, 
and recovery% as well as separation efficiency of 
unit operation. The assessment formulas are given 
below: 

 

Yield% = (feed FC%-tailing FC%)/(concentrate FC%-tailing FC%) x 100 

Recovery% = Concentrate Weight % X Concentrate FC%/Feed FC% 

Enrichment% = 100 (concentrate FC%-feed FC%)/maximum FC%-Feed FC% 

Separation efficiency% = Enrichment% X recovery% 
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3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Mineralogical studies 

The study of mineralogy is more important to 
understand the presence of valuable and gangue 
minerals present, especially micro-crystalline 
graphite [21]. The association and size of the 
gangue and valuable minerals are also important 
to know before take up the project. The 
mineralogical characteristics of graphite sample 
can be seen in Figure 3. The study reveals that the 
graphite rougher concentrate exhibits most of the 
graphite flakes are coarse to fine needles and 

present as independent as well as within or 
associated with the gangue minerals such 
quartzite, goethite, calcite, etc. This observation is 
very much important for recovery of micro-
crystalline graphite from quartz [22]. The 
morphology of the typical graphite sample 
indicates that graphite has flakes and the gangue 
minerals present on the surface of the flakes as 
well as within the flakes. Hence, this observation 
indicates that the graphite flake has to be crushed 
or ground carefully to release the gangue minerals 
present within the flakes. 

 
Figure 3. Graphite needles (Gr) within Geothitic Quartz (GoQ) associated with the gangue minerals. 

3.2. Flotation 
The results of rougher concentrate subjected to 

five stage cleaning for recovery of high grade 
graphite is given in Table 1. The data indicate that 
at first stage of flotation, using flotation 
parameters constant [pH 9.5, sodium silicate  one 
kg/t for depression of silicate minerals and light 
diesel oil 0.4 kg/t as the collector dosage and 
MIBC 0.15 kg/t as frother] a product obtained 
contains 43.9% FC with 87% recovery from a 
rougher feed sample contain 26.1% FC. The 
second stage cleaned product obtained contains 
59.5% FC with 91% recovery from a feed contain 
43.9% FC. The third and fourth stage cleaned 
products obtained contains 66.9% FC and 74.7% 
FC with variable recoveries 90% and 87%, 
respectively. However, it is observed that at the 
fifth stage of cleaning a marginal upgrade of 
product obtained containing 75.7% FC with a 

reduction of recovery to 75%. Separation 
efficiency of graphite with number of cleaning of 
graphite is shown in Figure 4. The data seen from 
Figure 4 reveals that as expected with increasing 
number of cleanings of rougher concentrate, the 
separation efficiency of graphite is increasing at 
each stage of cleaning but at the fifth stage 
cleaning it is observed a sharp fall in separation 
efficiency. Bu X, Zhang et al. also studied the 
multi-stage flotation for the removal of ash from 
fine graphite using mechanical and centrifugal 
forces [23] and suggested for number of 
cleanings. This may be a fact that the gangue 
minerals are smeared with graphite coating. The 
smeared gangue minerals with graphite are easy to 
float along with graphite, because these minerals 
are also become hydophic due to coating of 
graphitic carbon, and hence, it has affected the 
quality of the product.  
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Table 1. Results of five stage cleaning of rougher concentrate. 
Details Weight, % FC, % Recovery, % Separation efficiency, % 

Rougher Concentrate  
[sodium silicate Kg/t, diesel oil 0.4 kg/t, and pH 9.5] 

Concentrate 48.7 26.1 88 16 
Tailing 51.3 3.5 12 84 
Total 100.0 14.5 100 100 

Cleaner concentrate 1 [No reagents used] 

Concentrate 51.9 43.9 87 39 

Tailing 48.1 6.9 13 61 
Total 100.0 26.1 100 100 

Cleaner concentrate 2 [No reagents used] 

Concentrate 67.5 59.5 91 63 
Tailing 32.5 11.5 9 37 
Total 100.0 59.5 100 100 

Cleaner concentrate 3 [No reagents used] 

Concentrate 79.8 66.9 90 72 
Tailing 20.2 30.1 10 28 
Total 100.0 59.5 100 100 

Cleaner concentrate 4 [No reagents used] 

Concentrate 78.2 74.7 87 80 
Tailing 21.8 38.9 13 20 
Total 100.0 66.9 100 100 

Cleaner concentrate 5 [No reagents used] 

Concentrate 73.9 75.7 75 70 
Tailing 26.1 71.9 25 30 
Total 100.0 74.7 100 100 

 
The results of these studies on number of 

cleaning of rougher concentrate can clearly be 
seen in the flowsheet with material balance in 
Figure 5. Hence, it is concluded that cleaning of 

rougher concentrate will not fetch more than 75% 
FC. In view of this, alternate approaches are made 
to recovery better grade of graphite.  

 
Figure 4. Effect of number of cleaning of rougher concentrate on separation efficiency of graphite. 
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Figure 5. Flowsheet with material balance for recovery of high grade graphite by 5 stage cleanings. 

3.3. Grinding aid  

A mini-review on flotation techniques and 
reagents used in graphite beneficiation and  
reducing the entrainment of gangue fines in low 
grade microcrystalline graphite ore flotation using 
multi-stage grinding-flotation process are studied 
by a few researchers [24 -25] but not studied on 
grinding aids in flotation. Effect of grinding aid 
on flash flotation has been studied at different 
time ground product in the present investigation. 

Here, the additive used is sodium silicate, which 
is being used in the flotation circuit as a 
depressant for silica. Different time ground 
products obtained with and without additive have 
been size analysed and the d80 passing size versus 
separation efficiency of graphite has been 
assessed. The effect of grinding time with and 
with additive on production of d80 passing size 
and efficiency of separation of graphite is shown 
in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. Effect of grinding aid on separation efficiency of graphite. 

The data indicates that at any given time of 
grinding, the effect of grinding aid is significantly 
better as far as the separation efficiency of 
graphite. Hence, it is concluded that excessive 
size reduction of graphite is minimised while 
using a grinding aid. Based on these observations, 
further studies have been planned for flash 
flotation using a comminution circuit with 
grinding aids. 

3.4. Flash flotation and development of 
flowsheet 

Flash flotation term is being used, when the 
graphite flakes are crushed or ground, a new 
surface area is being generated. At such condition, 
the fresh ground feed if it is used for flotation, is 
known as flash flotation. The regular flotation, is 
process the feed material can be processed at any 
time. Flash flotation results with grinding aids on 
development of flowsheet to recover high grade 
graphite are given in Table 2. In this table, the 
results of rougher graphite concentrate obtain in 
earlier test results [Part 1 of this paper] are 
repeated for the convenience of the reader. The 
effect of grinding aid on flash flotation is also 
given in this Table 2. Results reveal that without 
grinding aid the product obtained by flash 
flotation contains 43.1% FC with 92% recovery, 

whereas the results obtained with grinding aid, a 
product achieved contains 49.1% FC and 94% 
recovery. Hence, further cleanings are continued 
with starvation dosage in grinding circuit 
followed by flash flotation.  

In all five cleaning of graphite concentrate it is 
noted that prior to cleaning of each cleaner 
graphite concentrate, the concentrate sample has 
been ground for a minute with starvation dosage 
sodium silicate 250 gr/t for depression of silicate 
minerals and light diesel oil 0.1 kg/t as the 
collector dosage at pH 9.5 and subjected to flash 
flotation. It can clearly be seen from Figure 7 and 
Table 2 that the end product achieved contains 
97.8% FC with 11.6% yield and 78% recovery 
and the overall tailings contain 3.6% FC by stage 
comminution with grinding aids followed by flash 
flotation. When we look into the detailed results 
of development of flowsheet, the cleaner flotation 
concentrates ground for a minute with grinding 
aids as data are given in Table 2 indicate that a 
product [cleaner concentrate 2] has been upgraded 
to 70.1% FC from a feed [cleaner concentrate 1] a 
contain 49.1% FC. Similar way, the products 
obtained in series that the cleaner concentrate 3 
contains 86.5% FC and cleaner concentrate 4 
contains 94.7 % FC and the cleaner concentrate 
contains 97.8% FC. 
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Table 2. Flash flotation results with grinding aids on development of flowsheet to recover high grade graphite 
Details Weight, % FC, % Recovery, % 

Rougher concentrate 

Concentrate 48.7 26.1 88 
Tailing 51.3 3.5 12 
Total 100.0 14.5 100 

Cleaner concentrate [without grind aid] 

Concentrate 55.6 43.1 92 
Tailing 44.4 4.8 8 
Total 100.0 26.1 100 

Cleaner concentrate 1  
[with grinding aid, starvation dosages sodium silicate 250 gr/t, diesel oil 0.1 kg/t, pH 9.5, and grinding time 1 minute] 
Concentrate 50.1 49.1 92 
Tailing 49.9 3.1 8 
Total 100.0 26.1 100 

Cleaner concentrate 2 
[with grinding aid, starvation dosages sodium silicate250 gr/t, diesel oil 0.1 kg/t, pH 9.5, and grinding time 1 minute] 

Concentrate 68.1 70.1 98 
Tailing 31.9 3.9 2 
Total 100.0 49.1 100 

Cleaner concentrate 3 
[with grinding aid, starvation dosages sodium silicate 250 gr/t, diesel oil 0.1 kg/t, pH 9.5, and grinding time 1 minute] 

Concentrate 79.9 86.5 99 
Tailing 20.1 5.1 1 
Total 100.0 70.1 100 

Cleaner concentrate 4 
[with grinding aid, starvation dosages sodium silicate 250 gr/t, diesel oil 0.1 kg/t, pH 9.5, and grinding time 1 minute] 

Concentrate 90.5 94.7 99 
Tailing 9.5 8.4 1 
Total 100.0 86.5 100 

Cleaner concentrate 5 
[with grinding aid, starvation dosages sodium silicate 250gr/t, diesel oil 0.1 kg/t, pH 9.5, and grinding time 1 minute] 

Concentrate 96.5 97.8 99 
Tailing 3.3 3.7 1 
Total 100.0 94.7 100 

 

3.5. Pressure leaching and flotation 

The high-grade graphite obtained by five stage 
cleanings has been studied under Scanning 
Electron Microscope [SEM] to identify the 
presence of gangue minerals. The image analysis 
of the graphite sample is shown in Figure 8. The 
individual graphite grains show that the smeared 
gangue minerals are on the surface of the graphite 
[Figure 8 (a)] as well as within the graphite flake 
Figure 8 (b)]. Figure 8(c) clearly exhibits that the 
gangue minerals are within the graphite flake. 
Hence the high grade graphite has been further 
subjected to pressure leaching using alkalis. The 
pressure leached sample after cooling, subjected 
to dilute acid leaching prior to flotation. 

The chemical methods adopted for purification 
of graphite by acid and alkali leaching follows the 
reactions. 

SiO2 + 2NaOH  Na2SiO3 + H2O 

Al2O3 + 2NaOH  2NaAlO2 + H2O 

Fe2O3 + NaOH  Fe(OH)3 + NaOH + H2O 

P2O5 + 6 NaOH  2Na3PO4 + 3H2O 

TiO2 + 2 NaOH  Na2TiO3 + H2O 

V2O5 + 6 NaOH  2Na3VO4 + 3H2O 

The HCl acid dissociation proceeds as follows: 

CaO + 2HCl  CaCl2 + H2O 

MgO + 2HCl  MgCl2 + H2O 

Fe+3 + 3HCl  FeCl3 + 3H+ 

MnO + 2HCl  MnCl2 + H2O 
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Figure 7. Development of flowsheet to recover high grade graphite. 

 
Figure 8. Morphology of graphite flakes with associate gangue minerals seen under SEM showing. a) Graphite 

flakes on the surface fine smeared gangue.b) Flakes of graphite with inherent gangue. c) Gangue minerals within 
the graphite flakes. 

Alkali flotation process has been carried out 
with diesel oil 0.05% Kg/ton at natural pH 
because sodium hydroxide keeps the flotation 
environment in alkali condition, and it may be 
noted here further that no depressant has been 
used for flotation. This is due to a fact that when 
pressure leaching has been carried out with 

sodium hydroxide, a chemical reaction has been 
taken such that quartz mineral has been formed as 
sodium silicate, which in the process helped 
further to depress the liberated silicates. During 
alkali pressure, the graphite flakes are opened up 
to littlie extent and there by the gangue minerals 
releases from the flakes and liberated freely from 
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the graphite. Thus during flotation, the gangue 
minerals will further depressed and enhance the 
grade of the product. The end product achieved 
contains 99.2% FC with overall 10.4% yield and 
71% recovery. The complete chemical analysis of 
the end product [99.2% FC] is given in Table. 3.  
The complete chemical analysis of the sample 
indicate that the ash content of the high purity 

graphite 99.2% Fixed Carbon (FC) contain mostly 
silicate minerals followed by iron and calcium 
carbonate minerals. As shown in Table 4, the SiO2 
content of the ash is 70.1%, Al is 12.7%, Fe and 
Ca contents are 5.3% and 9.6%, respectively, for 
assessing the mineral composition in the ash 
content.  

Table 3. Proximate analysis of the final graphite concentrate 
Details Moisture Volatile matter Ash Fixed carbon 

percentage % 0.03 0.40 0.40 99.20 

Table. 4. Chemical analysis of ash. 
Details SiO2 Fe Al Ca Mg P S K Na Pb Cu 

Percentage, % 70.1 5.3 12.7 9.6 0.002 0.38 0.43 0.72 0.76 0.002 0.005 
 

In the flotation of graphite, in general, 
hydrocarbons such as parafn, diesel, and kerosene 
are used, as well as ionic collectors such as 
potassium amyl (or ethyl) xanthates, di-
thiocarbamates, and di-thiophosphate are being 
used. The future work  on recovery of graphite 
instead of using traditional collectors such as 
kerosene, which is a ration item in India, diesel oil 
which is being used in automobiles are to be 
restricted and to see for alternative chemicals 
because the traditional chemicals are  in high 
demand for mankind. In view of this it is 
suggested to use bio collectors by which national 
economy can be saved by avoiding the demanded 
chemicals and additionally it satisfy the man need. 
A few researchers [26-31] had already attempted 
for purification and published their work in terms 
for recovery of graphite. Vasumathi and her 
teammates  [30] developed a bio-collector to 
recover graphite from a low grade deposit and 
reported that the end graphite product obtained 
contain 4.24% ash and 14.42% yield by using the 
developed bio-collector on flotation of low-grade 
graphite ore. Similarly, Gamaralalage et al. [31] 
studied a chemical-free flotation technology for 
recovery of high grade graphite, in which a 
suspension of pristine powdered graphite (PG) is 
dispersed and stirred in water without adding froth 
formers or supportive chemicals and 
recommended that the technique is helpful for the 
value enhancement of graphite, the reduction of 
the chemical cost of the conventional techniques, 
environmental friendliness, and improvement of 
its applications.  

 
 
 
 

4. Conclusions 
The developments of process flowsheet for 

recovery of high grade graphite for industrial 
applications with special reference to prepare high 
grade or high pure graphite in the present 
investigations, the following conclusions are 
drawn: 

 The general practice is for obtaining a desired 
graphite grade; the rougher concentrate has to 
be subjected for number of cleanings. The 
present study reveals that number of cleanings 
of rougher concentrate will not fetch more than 
75% FC with less than 8% yield.   

 Rougher concentrate ground with and without 
out additives and subjected to flash flotation. 
The results indicate that that without grinding 
aid the product obtained by flash flotation 
contain 43.1% FC with 92% recovery, whereas 
the results obtained with graining aid, a product 
achieved contains 49.1% FC and 94% recovery.  

 The effect of further four stage cleanings 
continued with starvation dosage in grinding 
circuit followed by flash flotation. It can clearly 
be seen that the end product achieved contains 
97.8% FC with 11.6% yield and 78% recovery 
and the overall tailings contain 3.6% FC. 

 The end product achieved by alkali digestion 
method from a flotation product [97.8% FC] 
contains 99.2% FC with overall 10.4% yield.   

 The ash analysis of this end graphite 
concentrate contain around 70.1% SiO2, Al is 
12.7%, Fe and Ca contents are 5.3% and 9.6%, 
respectively. 

 The process adopted in the present investigation 
is friendly environment and process flowsheet is 
an innovative.  
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 The end product obtained from this process is 
very useful for different industrial applications.  

 Future studies are in progress with alternate 
collectors such as bio collectors as compared to 
the traditional collectors.  
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  چکیده:

از حاضر،  قیپردازد. در تحقیم یصنعت ياستفاده در کاربردها يتر براخشن تیبالا از کنسانتره گراف اریبا ع تیگراف یابیباز يبرا ندیمقاله حاضر به توسعه برگه فرآ
فلاش انجام شده است و محصول  ونیتاسفلو شاتیشود و آزمایدارند، در هر مرحله از خرد کردن تلاش م يبالاتر يتقاضا یتیدرشت گراف يهاکه ورقه ییآنجا
 يبرا ونیو فلوتاس ابیو به دنبال آن آس ییایقرار گرفته است. شستشو با فشار قل یمورد بررس شتریب ونیمرحله و سپس فلوتاس شیبه دست آمده از خردا یینها
یاستفاده م يشناورساز نیدر ح سیلیس یفرورفتگ يکه برا دهماده کاهش دهن کی ،یافزودن کی ،یمرحله سنگ زن نی. در ایصنعت تیکنسانتره گراف یابیباز

 يجداساز ییبهتر از کارا یتوجهقابل زانیبه م ابیاثر کمک آس اب،یکه در هر زمان آس دهندیها نشان ماستفاده شده است. داده ابیشود، به عنوان کمک آس
 نیرسد. بر اساس ایبه حداقل م یدر هنگام استفاده از کمک سنگ زن تیاز حد گراف شیشود که کاهش اندازه بیم يریگجهیرو، نت نیاست. از ا تیگراف

 دهدیمطالعه حاضر نشان م جیشده است. نتا يزیبرنامه ر یزنمدار خرد کردن با کمک سنگ کیفلاش با استفاده از  ونیفلوتاس يبرا يشتریمشاهدات، مطالعات ب
. اثر کندینم افتیدرصد در 41 یابیدرصد و باز 8) با عملکرد کمتر از FCدرصد کربن ثابت ( 75از  شیب ییتر به تنهاکردن کنسانتره خشن زیکه تعداد تم

با  FCدرصد  97,8 يآمده حاودستبه ییکه محصول نها دهدیفلاش نشان م ونیو به دنبال آن فلوتاس ابیدر مدار آس یبا دوز گرسنگ ياچهار مرحله يسازپاك
 کیاز  ییایبه دست آمده با روش هضم قل ییاست. محصول نها FCدرصد  3,6 يها حاودر باطله یو افت ارزش کل یابیدرصد باز 78درصد عملکرد و  11,6

دوستانه است و برگه  یطیحاضر، مح قیاتخاذ شده در تحق ندیاست. فرآ یابیباز ٪71و  ٪10,4 یبا عملکرد کل FC ٪99,2 ي] حاوFC ٪97,8محصول شناور [
  .است دیمف یمختلف صنعت يکاربردها يبرا ندیفرآ نیبه دست آمده از ا یینوآورانه است. محصول نها يندیفرآ انیجر

  .يفشار يفلاش، شستشو ونیفلوتاس ،ییای، هضم قلکنسانتره خشن ت،یگراف کلمات کلیدي:
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